Investors must make informed decisions using partial and imperfect information.
Introduction
We propose a novel similarity search in high dimensional financial time series by using a pruning based HAC algorithm. The similarity search is performed after dimensionality reduction, which composes of an Attributes Selection (AS) algorithm [11] and a Piecewise Linear Representation (PLR) based Segmentation and Pruning (SP) algorithm as presented in Wang [11] , and a unique similarity measurement definition [12] based on PLR represented financial time series objects.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the problem statement to be addressed and summarizes the major contribution of this work toward academia. The background and related work of this topic is reviewed in Section 3. Section 4 states the business similarity. Similarity definition and measurement in Wang [12] is re-presented in Section 5. Section 6 describes the pruning based HAC algorithm to search similarity. The experiments and result analysis are presented in Section 7. The conclusion and future work are discussed in Section 8.
Problem statement and contribution
Investors usually have different investment and portfolio management strategies [10] . Some strategies include, cash surrogate passive strategy, passive strategy, outlier active strategy, and portfolio diversification [7] across segments etc. The key is to measure the similarity of the financial time series based on historical data before further mining. Existing similarity search algorithms [4, 6, 13] look for similar sequence based on given whole time series sequence or subsequence in non-high dimensional space and assume all historical data has equivalent weight for similarity. In real financial markets, the financial time series are driven by a high number of dimensions and historical data has time value. More recent data is more relevant to decision making based our research. Sophisticated unsupervised similarity search algorithms are needed to help investors compute similarity from hundreds or even thousands of securities. The goal is to develop a method that not only improves the efficiency in identifying similarity, but also provides a very high level of accuracy. If that is achieved, investors can expect to reduce the risk component in their investment decision making process. The developed similarity search algorithm contributes to the academic research fields in many ways.
The first to study applying data objects time value function to high dimensional financial time series. Developed a novel pruning based HAC algorithm based on dimensional reduction algorithms. Developed a unique similarity measurement definition and calculation. Provided a similarity measurement foundation for developing potential models in financial markets.
Background and related work

Time series and sequence data mining research
A time series is a sequence of real numbers, representing the measurements of a real variable at equal time intervals. A time series database is a large collection of time series data such as that found in the NYSE, and NASDAQ stock databases. Classical time series analysis can be categorized into identifying patterns [5] and forecasting. Similarity search is one of the major research topics within time series data and is used in subsequence similarity, clustering, indexing, and rule discovery. Existing similar sequence matching algorithms, map a data sequence of length n to a point in an n-dimensional space. Most of the algorithms define similarity between two data sequences using the Euclidean distance (ED) between two corresponding points. ED is easy to compute and scales to other problems such as clustering, and indexing. However, it doesn't allow for different baselines (i.e. stock A fluctuates at $80 and stock B at $10) and different scales (i.e. Stock A fluctuates between $80 and $120, stock B between $5 and $15). The challenge is to design solutions that attempt to strike a balance between accuracy and efficiency. Since search performance degrades exponentially as the dimensionality of the index structures increases, most of the existing algorithms reduce the dimensionality by mapping the n-dimensional points into the f-dimensional ones (f<n). Wu, Salzberg and Zhang [13] proposed a subsequence based similarity search method particularly for stock market prediction analysis. However, the paper employs a b% indicator, a popular indicator derived from Bollinger Bands, and utterly relies on zigzag price movement to do prediction and therefore is not a high dimensionality approach. In reality, most sophisticated investors will consider not only the price, but also other dimensions (EPS, daily trading volume, 52 weeks low and highs, etc.) in making investment decisions.
Hierarchical agglomerative clustering
Hierarchical clustering is a deterministic algorithm. The hierarchical based algorithms use a distance matrix as clustering criteria and do not require the number of clusters k as an input, but require a termination condition. Two wellknown heuristic methods are k-means and k-medoids algorithms [6] .
In our study we use HAC to build a hierarchical classification of objects through a series of binary merges. The algorithm starts by merging the individual objects followed by merging these initial clusters. A slice across the hierarchy can then be taken at any level to provide the desired number of clusters. We experienced different rules for agglomeration, i.e. merge two clusters with the smallest distance between two inter-cluster elements.
Business similarity
The business definition of similarity is the foundation of our algorithm and implementation. Financial Analysts believe that individual stocks with a similar price change, a similar slope change, a similar length of change period and with other attributes such as similar trading volume, solid earning per share and price per earning are considered to be similar objects. Financial Analysts believe the reflect characteristics at the current time.
Price is the most important attribute in financial markets and is the foundation of the similarity definition in this study. The properties of subsequence of the price attributes movement over time are typically of more concern by financial analysts.
For example, in the Figure 1 , S1 and S3, S2 and S4 have same amplitudes with different time differences. S1 and S2, S3 and S4 have the same time difference with different amplitude differences. Financial analysts consider S1 and S3, S2 and S4 more similar while S1 and S2, S3 and S4 are less similar. So we apply different weights for normalized amplitude change and time difference. Based on similarity principles above from the business world, we proposed our similarity definition and measurements [12] in section 5. 
Similarity definition and measurement
Various indexing based similarity searching techniques have been explored for large databases. The biggest challenge in our research was how to implement similarity search in high dimensional data space across all time series data objects. The general idea is outlined below. Based on characteristics analysis of time series and data transformation, the following measurements are proposed: First, the zigzag shape of the Price dimension must be similar. We use a method similar to that proposed in Wu et al [13] based on permutation of the changing points and Euclidean distance between the objects based on the PLR. Second, the trend is always very important in a time series and should be part of the similarity search. We consider the Price attribute trend only for approving the concept. Third, for the remaining selected attributes, we calculate weighted distance based on the normalized values at changing points' time stamps. This is based on the correlation coefficient value of the attributes calculated during the Attribute Selection algorithm [11] against the Price dimension. Fourth, a time value function is applied to all data points. Based on the above analysis and observation, we proposed a similarity definition between two time series objects in Wang [12] :
Definition 1: Similarity measurement
Given two time series object S and S', 
Equation 1: Segment similarity between two objects: [12]
( ) P stand for the ending and starting plast value. α and β stand for the relative contribution scale of the attributes amplitude and trend to the similarity respectively. 2 1 T stands for the trend degree value for 1 seg with end point as 1 and start point as 2.
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Pruning based HAC algorithm
We customized the traditional HAC algorithm through application of a pruning condition. After our PLR based Segmentation and Pruning algorithm [11] , the initial data set is divided into groups based on the number of segments. Moreover, the groups are divided into subgroups based on a permutation. The data objects with the same permutation are grouped into sub groups. We consider these objects as having more similar characteristics. First, the similarity values only need to be computed within subgroups. Second, the clusters formation can not be across sub groups. With these two conditions, we prune the cluster formation based on the traditional HAC algorithm. The following is our customized HAC algorithm pseudo code. /*************customized HAC algorithm pseudo-code****************/ 
/customized clustering based on minimum distance between clusters Find minimum stocks' similarity value; Produce a cluster by joining the stocks with this minimum similarity value; Update HACMatrix;
Recompute similarity value between new grouped stocks and other stocks; } /*************customized HAC algorithm pseudo-code****************/ As depicted in the pseudo code above, first objects are grouped by the number of segments. Second further group objects to produce subgroups inside each group through the permutation process. The permutation process divides all changing points of any two objects into upper changing points and lower changing points. If the index is the same for each point, the two objects belong to the same subgroup. The third step performs HAC based on the produced subgroups. The algorithm creates a HAC matrix to store the similarity values for each individual subgroup. After the cluster is generated at each step, the algorithm updates the matrix and re-computes the similarity values between the new cluster and other clusters or objects.
Experiment and result analysis 7.1 Raw data and attribute set
The Standard & Poor 500 Composite (S&P 500) stocks from BLOOMBERG© were selected as our raw data. We obtained 15 years of historical data with 95 attributes ranging from the pricing attributes to fundamental financial attributes. In order to adapt the environmental effect, also collected were 11 key economic indicators for the United States over those 15 years from DATASTREAM.
Attribute selection and construction
The selection of the initial attribute set was conducted using inputs from financial market domain experts. Three categories of attributes: market attributes, financial attributes, and environmental attributes were selected. Besides these directly accessible attributes, others were created to better measure stock performance. For instance, 1 1 Pr Pr ln − − = t t t ice ice γ : which reflects the ratio of return between the current day and last day. Figure 2 below represents groups of detected similar objects based on pxlast pruning thresholds equal to 12.5% with the data ranging from January 2, 2002 to December 30, 2003. We explain each figure in detail according to our framework but will only focus on Price amplitude change and trend degree.
Sample clusters analysis
All three objects CVX, CSX, and UCL have 6 segments. All three objects have the same upper and lower points which ensure that the basic shapes of all three objects are the same. CVX and UCL joined as one cluster first. CSX is joined to the cluster in second step. As you can notice from figure above, the reason why CVX and UCL are joined as one cluster first is due to the time value function. The first segment (backward) of CVX and UCL is more similar since both segments are very short with similar amplitude change. The difference between these three objects is mostly seen in segment #3 and #4. Segment #3's objects have very close amplitude change which is 2 times the weighted trend change in our experiment. The amplitude change plays a more important role. Also, note that the trend change is not too far away. J a n 0 2 J a n 0 3 J a n 0 4 2 5 Cluster #1 CVX, CSX, and UCL with 12.5% puning threshold.
Therefore they are considered to be very close by the algorithm. There are also other selected attributes denoted as "o" in the figure and their amplitude changes contribute to the final similarity value as well. You can see they are similar over the Price dimension in fact, especially the CVX and UCL stock objects.
Conclusion
In this study, we introduced a pruning based Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering algorithm over high dimensional financial time series. The pruning based Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering algorithm is based on a piecewise linear represented multi-dimensional data object, produced by our Segmentation and Pruning algorithm over high dimensional financial data along with our Attribute Selection algorithm. Our experiments show that our vertical (Attribute Selection algorithm) and horizontal (PLR based Segmentation and Pruning algorithm) dimension reduction algorithms [11] are able to present the objects in concise and accurate form to be further processed by our HAC algorithm.
We also proposed a unique similarity measurement [12] which is composed of three parts, the Price dimension amplitude similarity, Price dimension trend similarity, and other selected attributes amplitude similarity. Our similarity measurement properties were derived from finance industry analysts, giving this research a realistic method for identifying similarity. Moreover, we introduced a new time value concept to the similarity measurement. We find that more recent data contributes more significantly to the similarity measurement. Consideration of an entire time series history is not meaningful to current decision making according to financial analysts in the industry.
The experiments illustrate that our algorithms are able to find similarity efficiently within a large set of high dimensional data.
In this study, we focused on static time series data. We can improve the algorithms presented in this research to dynamic (incrementally updated) time series data by dealing with the moving perspective of the data. In addition, our high dimensional dimension reduction algorithms can be utilized to predict the dependent variable data characteristics in next time interval based on classification.
